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H. SEIFERT proved (see [14] or [6, p. 1401) in 1934 that each tame knot in the three-sphere 
bounds a polyhedral, connected, orientable surface; such a surface is called a minimal 
spanning surface if its genus is minimal. Two minimal spanning surfaces of the same knot 
belong to the same isotopy type if there is an isotopic deformation of (oriented) S3 moving 
one of the surfaces onto the other and leaving the knot pointwise fixed at each level. An 
important property of ajbered knot is that all of its minimal spanning surfaces belong to the 
same isotopy type (cf. [3, p. 2411). To see this, let k denote a fibered knot, and let S, and S, 
denote minimal spanning surfaces of k. Let Vi(i = 1, 2) denote a tubular neighborhood of k 
such that Vi n Si (i = 1, 2) is an annulus, and V, c Int Vi (clearly this can be arranged). 
There is an isotopic deformation h, : S3 --+ S3(0 5 t I 1) such that h,( V,) = V, and h, /k = 1 
(cf. [ 13, proof of Lemma 2, p. 1781). By application of L. P. Neuwirth’s work ([l l] and [ 12, 
Theorem 10.3.1, p. 94; Corollary 10.4.1, p. 97]), it is possible to construct an autoho- 
meomorphism h of S3 taking h,(S,) onto Sz, taking Vz onto itself, leaving k pointwise 
fixed, and inducing an inner automorphism of rrI(S3 - Int V,). By [15, Corollary 7.5, 
p. 851, hj(S3 - Int Vz) is isotopic to the identity; finally, an isotopic deformation realizing 
h 1 (S3 - Int V,) can be extended to S3 so that k remains pointwise fixed, since d Vz is collared 
in V2. 
On the other hand, there are knots with distinct isotopy types of minimal spanning 
surfaces-indeed, with distinct imbedding types of minimal spanning surfaces ([l], [2], [4], 
[9]). W. R. Alford and C. B. Schaufele have asked if there exists a nonfibered knot with 
unique isotopy type of minimal spanning surfaces 12, Question 1, p. 951. In this paper an 
infinite class of doubled knots with this property is presented, and the question is, therefore, 
answered with the expected affirmative reply. 
An orientable surface of genus g spanning a given knot can always be isotopically 
deformed in S3 onto a surface 9 that is the union of a two-cell and 2g bands [6, Section 9, 
p. 1501. In particular, if the.boundary of 9 is a fibered knot of genus g, we intuit that re- 
knotting or recurling the bands of 9 will yield a knot with unique type of minimal spanning 
surfaces. Our examples, roughly speaking, are formed in this way. To ensure a proof, 
however, some restraints must evidently be placed on the alterations of g;; these restraints 
are explicitly stated (in a somewhat different milieu) in the theorem of 92. 
I am grateful to R. H. Fox and L. G. Roeling for helpful comments and suggestions 
regarding this work. 
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01. PRELIMLVARIES 
Consider the oriented, ordered link L = K, u K, of Fig. 1; note that K, is a trefoil 
knot. Let V, denote a tubular neighborhood of K, in S3 - K2, set W = S3 - Int Vi, and 
suppose that % is a closed solid torus tamely imbedded in S3. The image X of K, under a 
homeomorphism f : W -, ?I is a double of the core K of 23 ([16], [ 13, Section 201, [6, pp. 
143-1441). K is the diagonal of X, the type of K being uniquely determined by X (see [13, 
p. 2341). We shall sometimes say that X is a doubled knot with respect to 3. Note that the 
procedure described here for obtaining X from L is not, in general, equivalent to T-surgery 
on L (see [ 17])-we do not requirefto be faithful. 
Let k be a knot in a solid torus A. We consider the number of intersection points of k 
with a meridinal disk of A. The minimum of these numbers over all such disks is the order of 
A with respect to k. If k is oriented, then it is homologous in A to some multiple m of an 
oriented core of A. We call jrnj the winding number of k in A. If A is imbedded in S3, if 
k c Int A, and if m is a meridian of A, then clearly the winding number of k in A is just the 
absolute value of the linking number of m u k. If k is a doubled knot with respect to A, the 
winding number of k in A is obviously 0, but the order of A with respect to k is 2 [ 13, Lemma 
2, p. 2381, which can easily be shown directly by representing the group of K2 on the sym- 
metric group of degree 3 and noting that any element represented by K, does not map to 1. 
LEMMA 1. The family GY of doubled knots each possessing a nontrivial and noncable 
[6, p. 1441 diagonal contains representatives from an infinity of distinct knot types. 
Proof. Let X and XT’ denote equivalent doubled knots with respect to the solid tori 5?3 
and ‘B’, respectively. As noted above, cores of Y3 and “3’ belong to the same knot type [13, 
p. 2341. Since every cable knot is prime [13, Theorem 4, p. 2.501, the class B of knots that are 
not cables contains every composite knot. Since there are an infinity of distinct knot types 
(think of all torus knots, for example), it follows by the unique factorization theorem for 
knots [6, Section 71 that B contains infinitely many inequivalent knots, and the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 2. Each knot in the family V: defined in Lemma 1 is a nonjibered knot of genus one. 
Proof. Each knot in % in a doubled knot with nontrivial diagonal. Consequently, each 
knot in V possesses a nontrivial companion and is, therefore, nontrivial [13, p. 1931. It 
follows [13, Theorem 2, p. 326 that each knot in V has genus one. 
There are exactly two fibered knots with genus one [7, Theorem, p. 761, 3, and 4,, each 
of which is simple [13, Theorem 4, p. 2421; that is, they have no companions. Since knots in 
Y: have genus one and are nonsimple, they must be nonfibered, concluding the proof of 
Lemma 2. 
Although many results from H. Schubert’s Knoten und Volfringe [13] are cited in this 
paper, two of them (Theorem 1, p. 213, and Theorem 1, p. 207) will be stated here for con- 
venient reference, because of their importance and length. 
LEMMA 3. Let 23 be a knotted solid torus tamely imbedded in S3 with 2 = d2I. Let r be 
an annulus in S3 - Int 23, and let sI and s2 be the boundary components of r. Furthermore, 
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suppose that r is properly imbedded (t A d(S3 - Int 23) = ar), and that s, and s2 are not 
nullhomologous in 3. Then there is a solid torus 23* containing 23 whose boundary is the 
union of r andan annulus in 2. The winding number of each of s1 and s2 in ‘3* is different from 
zero. 
LEMMA 4. Let 2) be a solid torus tamely imbedded in S3 with boundary 2, let r be an 
annulus tamely and properly imbedded in B), and let s1 and s2 be the boundary components of r. 
Further, suppose that sl is not nullhomologous in %l. Then r divides 23 into two solid tori. In 
one of these solid tori, s1 and s2 each has winding number one; in the other, s1 and s2 each 
has the same winding number as in 23. This second solid torus and 23 are equivalently knotted. 
$2. MAW THEOREiM 
The basic result of this paper is stated as follows: 
THEOREM. Each doubled knot with a nontrivial and noncable diagonal (that is, each knot 
in the class %) possesses a unique isotopy type of minimal spanning surfaces. 
Remark. The “cable knot ” hypothesis is not merely a technical requirement simpli- 
fying the proof of the theorem-H. C. Lyon [9] has shown that certain doubles of the torus 
knot (3, 4) have distinct imbedding types of minimal spanning surfaces. 
Combining the theorem with Lemmas 1 and 2, we obtain the 
COROLLARY. There are infinitely many, inequivalent, nonfibered knots of genus one each 
possessing a unique isotopy type of minimal spanning surfaces. 
Proof of Theorem. Let 3 denote a Seifert surface spanning the knot K2 and arising from 
the projection of K2 given in Fig. 1. Furthermore, assume that 5 c Int W, and set 
F =f(5). 
Note that the genus of 5 (and, hence, of F) is one. Finally, denote by San arbitrary minimal 
spanning surface of X. We shall prove (in two stages) the existence of an orientation- 
preserving autohomeomorphism of S3 taking S onto F. 
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Part 1. We show that there is an autohomeomorphism h of S3 leaving X pointwise 
fixed and mapping S into Int ‘23. 
Par? 2. We prove the existence of an autohomeomorphism of S3 acting as the identity 
on V, = S3 - Int Wand on K2, and taking f-‘h(S) onto g. 
In the final step of the proof, which is given in $ 5, we show that the homeomorphism 
constructed in Parts 1 and 2 can be realized by an isotopic deformation of S’ leaving each 
point of X fixed at each level. 
$3. PART OSE 
We may assume with no loss in generality that S is in general position with respect to the 
boundary 2 of 3). Let u,, . . . , a,, denote those simple closed curves in S n 2 that bound disks 
in Z:, and let fir,. . . , Bn denote those curves that do not. An annulus A results when 2 is cut 
along a p-curve pi. pi and (any) Pj (with suitable orientations) are clearly homologous on A, 
and hence on %; it follows that pi and Pj belong to the same knot type [13, Theorems 2 and 3, 
p. 1431. Thus [13, Section 211, {pi,. . . , /?,} is either: 
(i) a collection of curves each with winding number 1 in 2); or 
(ii) a family of cable knots about K (a core of 21); or 
(iii) a set of meridians of B. 
Consider the curves ai,. . . , xm. There is one-say r,-that bounds a disk (in X) whose 
interior contains no other x-curve. If S is cut along ai and disks attached to cap off the holes, 
we obtain an orientable surface S’ bounded by X. Now ri must separate S, for otherwise the 
genus of S would not be minimal; this follows from an examination of the Euler charac- 
teristics x(S) and x(S). So S’ is the union of disjoint surfaces, one of which must be a two- 
sphere, since the genus of S is minimal. Thus, ai bounds a disk in S as well as in %, and can, 
therefore, be removed without creating any new intersection points. Similarly, we remove the 
other a-curves, and reuse S to denote the genus-one surface now spanning X and meeting 2 
only in the curves pi,. . . , p,,. 
Now if pi has winding number 1 in 23 or is a cable knot on 23, it must be knotted [13, 
Lemma 1, p. 170; Lemma 3, p. 1601. Hence, if pi bounds a disk, pi must be a meridian of 2). 
If a disk D bounded by pi lies in S, there is a p-curve, pi, in D bounding a subdisk D’ 
of D containing no other p-curve. Since pi is a meridian of ‘%, since D’ c S, and since 
X n Int(D’) = 4, it follows that D’ is a meridinal disk of ‘?3 not intersecting Y. But, as we 
have seen (4 l), the order of %? with respect to X is 2; hence, no pi bounds a disk in S. 
If a pi separates S, then one part must be a torus with one hole, and the other part must 
be an annulus; this follows because the genus of S is one and pi does not bound a disk in S. 
The annulus has Y and pi as boundary components, and so pi and X must belong to the 
same knot type. Consequently, pi cannot be a meridian of B), since X is knotted, and it 
cannot have winding number 1 in 2?, since X does not belong to the same knot typeasacore 
of % [ 13, Theorem 2, p. 1961. Now it follows from [ 13, Theorem 1, p. 2471 that the only cable 
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knot with genus one is the trefoil. Since X is not a trefoil knot (X has a companion and the 
trefoil is simple) but has genus one, X and, hence, pi, is not a cable knot. Therefore, no 
single pi separates S. TWO of them will, however, since S has genus one. Thus, S n 
(S3 - Int 93) is the union of a finite collection {a,, . . . , a,J of mutually disjoint annuli, each 
of which is properly imbedded. (The a, are mutually disjoint because of the general 
position assumption). 
We assume now that the p-curves are not meridians of %?;; we shall show later that the 
/?-curves cannot in fact be meridians of %. Consider an annulus from {a,, . . . , a,}, say a,. 
Its boundary components are fll and p2, say, which divide Z into annuli r1 and r2. The tori 
Z1 = rl u a, and 2, = rz u a, belong to S3 - Int ‘9, and one of them, Zz say, bounds a 
solid torus 03, containing 9 (Lemma 3), since pi (i = 1,2) is not nullhomologous on $8. Now 
r, is properly imbedded in ‘Bz; furthermore, since the winding number of PI in %Jz is greater 
than 0 (Lemma 3), /?I is not nullhomologous on gl), also. It follows from Lemma 4 that Z1 
bounds a solid torus B1 c 23,; hence %Ju, = 9 u 2J3,. 
Again by Lemma 4, each of p1 and pz has winding number 1 in one of ‘2) and ?B1, and 
each has winding number in the other solid torus equal to its winding number in 2J), . If pi 
(i = 1, 2) has winding number 1 in 2.3 (and case (i) thus occurs), then it must be of the same 
knot type as a core of !B [ 13, Lemma 1, p. 170; Lemma 3, p. 1601. Since by hypothesis a core 
of B is not a cable knot, pi (i = 1, 2) must also have winding number 1 in “3, (it cannot be 
nullhomologous on 23)1). On the other hand, if pi (i = 1, 2) is a cable knot about 2J (case 
(ii) occurs), then pi, ipso facto, has winding number 1 in $3,. Thus, it is possible [13, Theorem, 
p. 1651 to choose a closed neighborhood of g3, in the interior of which we can isotope a, 
into Int ‘B (and thus remove PI and /?J without adding new points of intersection. This 
dispenses with cases (i) and (ii). 
in conclusion of Part 1, we prove that case (iii) will not occur. To this end, we suppose 
that it does and cut S along p1 and p2. S separates into S, (the part containing X) and an 
annulus (recall that no single p-curve separates S). If S, contains p-curves, we cut along 
one of them. S, separates into S, (the part containing Y) and an annulus. Notice that each 
of S, and S, has exactly two boundary curves other than X. If we continue in this way, the 
process must end (after a finite number of steps) with a disk .Sz (with two holes), one of whose 
boundary components is Xx. The other two boundary components (we shall call them p1 
and PJ of S$ are meridians of 9; S: otherwise contains no /&curves. Now p1 and p2 
divide 2 into two annuli, one of which we denote by A; we set S* = S$ u A, recall that 
f: W+ ?I is a homeomorphism (cf. the first paragraph of $ I), and take ST = f -‘(S*). 
We now choose a certain canonical pair of curves on ST; these curves are simple closed 
curves meeting only at a point and representing free generators of 7cI(SJ*); they shall be 
chosen as follows. The curve f - ‘(PI) (a longitude of V, = S3 - Int W) does not bound a disk 
in S,*, since the order of W with respect to K, is 2. Now sew on a disk D to ST along K2; 
a torus 5 = D u ST results. Suppose f -‘(PI) bounds a disk Q in T. Since f -‘(j31) c Sf, 
and since f -‘(pl) does not bound a disk in ST, it follows that f -‘(/II) and 8s; together 
bound an annulus Q-Int D. Thus, f -‘(/?1) belongs to the same knot type as K, This is 
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impossible, sincef-‘(pi) is a trivial knot. Thus, f -'(jJ1) bounds no disk on r; therefore, we 
can obviously choosef-‘(bi) as one curve of our canonical pair. 
Now choose the other curve p of the pair, using any point on f -'(j3I) as common 
intersection point, and shrink ST down close to the curves f -'(/?,) and B. We obtain the sur- 
face 97-a 2-cell with two attached bands. Since in 9”; there is an arbitrarily small, annu- 
lar neighborhood off-‘(/Ii) that is unknotted and untwisted, one of the bands of 97 must 
also be unknotted and untwisted. We replace the twists in the other band with curls and read 
off the Seifert matrix V = (Vii) of .YT [6, p. 1521. If the untwisted, unknotted band is band 
1, we have 
v= 
0 u12 
( 1. v21 v22 
Now according to [5, p. 1891, the value of both the leading and terminal coefficient of K2’s 
normalized Alexander polynomial is 1 det VI. Since the normalized Alexander polynomial 
of K2 is t2 - t + 1, we have det V = + 1. Therefore, v i2 = +landv,, = i:l.ButinaSeifert 
matrix, v,~ - u2i = 1, and we have a contradiction. Hence, case (iii) does not arise, and 
Part 1 is established. 
64. PART TWO 
Recall that S is an arbitrary minimal spanning surface of X, and that f : W -+ ‘2) is a 
homeomorphism of the solid torus W = S3 - Int V, (VI is a tubular neighborhood of K, in 
S3 - K,) onto the knotted solid torus %J. We have shown the existence of an autohomeomor- 
phism h of S3 acting as the identity on X, and sending S into Int 23; hencef -‘h(S) is a mini- 
mal spanning surface of K2 in S3, and f -'h(S) c Int W. We now establish Part 2. 
Choose a polyhedral disk 3 properly imbedded in W such that ED is a longitude of V,, 
and such that 3 nInt D is an arc A, with endpoints pi and p2 on K2 (see Fig. 1). Let d 
denote a small, open, regular neighborhood of da in 3 meeting neither 5 nor f -'h(S). 
There is an autohomeomorphism k of S’ such that kf”‘h(S) is in general position with res- 
pect to the disk I) - d. In fact, if care is taken in the selection of a polyhedral 3-cell contain- 
ing a - din its interior, and in the selection of a triangulation off -‘h(S) that extends to a 
triangulation of S3, k can be chosen so that it leaves K2 and V, pointwise fixed, and so that 
kf -‘h(S) n (3 - d) is a collection of simple closed curves and exactly one (simple) arc 
(whose endpoints are, of course, pr and p2). Now none of the closed curves in kf - ‘h(S) n 
(D - d) can link K,; if one did, we could reach a contradiction just as was done under the 
assumption in the last section that case (iii) could hold. Consequently, the closed curves in 
kf- ‘h(S) n (D - 6) bound disks in ID - d - K,; these curves can be removed (by a process 
similar to that used to remove the c(-curves in S n 2). Hence, there is an autohomeomorphism 
of S3 leaving V, and K2 pointwise fixed and mapping f - ‘h(S) onto a surface 1 whose inter- 
section with T, - d is a single arc A,. 
Now A,does not separate x, for otherwise K, would bound a disk in the complement of 
K2 _ Therefore, ifwe cut 1 along A,, we obtain an annulus. One obviously obtains an annulus 
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when 5 is cut along A,. It follows easily that there is a homeomorphism w :(x, A,) + 
(F, A,) that is the identity on K2. 
Thicken c to a handlebody U = 1 x [0, I] in W. If care is taken, we can assume that 
AX x [0, I] lies in a - d. Let ‘9I denote a closed, regular neighborhood of V, u 3 such that 
U u % is a polyhedral handlebody of genus 2, and U n % is a thickened disk. Thicken 8 to 
5 x [0, l] so that A, x [0, I] lies in 3 - d. Clearly w can be extended to a homeomorphism 
w’ of 11 u 91 taking U onto 5 x [O, l] and ‘9I onto a regular neighborhood of Vi u 3 such 
that w’] Vi is the identity and o’(a) = 3. From theconstruction ofo’, it follows that the iso- 
morphism induced by o‘ maps the kernel of the injection homomorphism ni(Z(U u %)) -+ rri 
(S3 - Int (U u %)) onto the kernel of the injection homomorphism ~,(a(w’(U u m))) 
+ 7r&s3 - Int (w’(U u a))) (cf. the last paragraph on p. 96 of [12]). By J. R. Stallings’ 
of the loop theorem and the Dehn Lemma, w’ can be extended to an autohomeomorphism 
of S3. This completes Part 2. 
$5. FINAL STEP 
Since the autohomeomorphism h of S’ constructed in Part 1 is a composition of a 
general position mapping with mappings that remove the intersection curves c(i, , u,, 
PI,. . . , /3,, and that are isotopic to the identity, it can be realized by an isotopic deformation 
of S3 leaving X pointwise fixed throughout. Similarly, the mapping in Part2takingf-‘h(S) 
onto 1 is isotopically realizable without moving any point of K, or Vi. By a third isotopy 
11; : S3 + S3 (0 5 t I 1) it is possible to find a tubular neighborhood V, of K2 intersecting 
each of h;(x) and cy  in an annulus, and intersecting 3 in two disjoint disks; the isotopy can 
obviously be chosen so that V, u K, remains pointwise fixed, and so that h;(a) = 
a(0 5 t I 1) (cf. [13, proof of Lemma 2, p. 1781). Now construct o’ as in $4 with h;(x) 
in place of 1. It is not hard to construct an autohomeomorphism w” of S’ leaving points 
of V, u K, fixed, satisfying w”(w’( VI)) = Vr , o”(B) = 3, w”(3) = 5, and inducing an inner 
automorphism of n1(S3 - L) (cf. [ 13, Lemma 2, p. 1781). We shall denote h;(x) simply 
by c and o”o’ by 0’. 
It will now be shown that w’ I( W - Int VI) can be realized by an isotopic deformation. 
To do this, it is first proved that w’ induces an inner automorphism of rri( W - Int V,). By 
a general position argument similar to that used on 9 and f -‘h(S) in 5 4, we can find a 
polyhedral three-cell C, in S3 containin g V, u 3 in its interior, whose boundary meets 
each of c and 5 in a pair of disjoint arcs and intersects V, in four mutually-disjoint disks, 
and whose intersection with each of 1 and z is a disk. It is not hard to see that the construc- 
tion of w’ can be modified so that o’(C,) = C,. If D, is one of the four disks in V2 n C, , 
then w’(D,) = D,. If the common basepoint p of rr1(S3 - Int (V, u Vz)), n,(C, - Tnt 
(VI u V2)), and rci(.S3 - Int (C, u V,)) is chosen on D, and if an arc is chosen on dD, 
from p to w’(p), then a straightforward calculation reveals that o’ induces the identity 
automorphism on rci(C, - Int (V, u Vz), p), and that loops representing generators of 
TL,(S~ - Int (C, u Vz),p) can be chosen on ?C,. An application of van Kampen’s theorem 
then shows that w’ induces an inner automorphism of ni( W - Int V,). 
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By [ 15, Corollary 7.5, p. 851, w’ is isotopic to the identity. (It is not difficult to show that 
W - Int V2 satisfies the hypothesis of Corollary 7.5 of [lj].) Hence, by the first paragraph of 
this Section, there is an isotopic deformation 1, : W -+ W(0 I t I 1) takingf- ‘h(S) onto z 
and leaving each point of K, tied. Therefore, we have an isotopyfZtf-’ : 23 + ‘13(0 I t I 1) 
leaving X pointwise fixed throughout and taking h(S) onto F. This last isotopy extends to 
S3, since ‘23 is collared in S3 - Int 3, and the theorem is proved. 
$6. AN APPLICATION 
K. Murasugi has shown [IO] that each alternatin g knot possesses an algebraically 
unknotted, minimal spanning surface. (A surface R spanning a knot in S3 is algebraically 
unknotted if z,(S3 - Q) is free.) It has been known for some time that fibered knots have 
this property [12, Theorem 4.5.1, p. 291. As E. J. Mayland orally pointed out, rc1(S3 -f(8)) 
is not free; this can be seen by considering a spine off(g). In conjunction with Lemma 1 and 
the theorem of $2, this latter fact implies the existence of an infinite collection of knots that 
do not possess an algebraically unknotted, minimal spanning surface. The existence of other 
knots with this property has recently been shown by H. C. Lyon [8]. In fact, Lyon con- 
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